For Immediate Release

AVC transport multiplexer for PixelTools products

Plug-in for PixelTools encoders provides AVC (H.264) transport multiplexing

CUPERTINO, Calif. – 14 March 2007 – PixelTools Corporation Inc. announced today the release of AVCTMux which is plug-in for MPEGRepairHD, ExpertHD, and Transmux. Existing encoder and multiplexer customers can now generate ISO Transport streams using this new add-on feature.

The AVCTMux provides AVC video encoding, audio encoding and Transport multiplexing in a single step. The multiplexing complies with the MPEG-2 systems specification ISO/IEC 13818-Amendment 3:2004. AVC video can be combined with MPEG, AC3, AAC, or DTS audios. The transport stream format is needed for most cable and HD display systems. "The AVC plug-in enables system designers and content providers to fit 3 to 4 streams in the same channel as a single MPEG-2 stream" added Mark Conover, PixelTools Chief Technical Officer.

Details of the product and a working demo are available from the PixelTools web site.

PixelTools produces and publishes a broad line of MPEG software utilities along with the best selling MpegRepairHD, a MPEG utility that encodes, decodes, analyzes and edits MPEG streams. Professional video compressionists have found MpegRepairHD to be an essential tool in a wide variety of uses ranging from real time high definition MPEG encoding to the insertion of closed captioning headers into existing streams. Along with ultra high quality encoding, MpegRepairHD will also mux and de-mux MPEG program and transport streams video and MPEG, A/C-3, DTS, and AAC audio.

For more information or a demo contact Dick Kors at tools@pixeltools.com or visit the PixelTools web site at www.pixeltools.com.